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Value and Methods of Measuring Combat
Effectiveness: A New Approach

WANG JIESHENG SUN WEIPU ⃰

ABSTRACT
The lack of effective methods to measure the combat effectiveness of an army deters
military mathematical models and military simulation software from realizing their
full potential. In this paper, we use Galilean idealization and domain theory to suggest
solutions and propose an appropriate mathematical method to reach universally
applicable results. We introduce the International System of Units (SI) to measure
combat effectiveness without relying on subjective assumptions regarding parameters.
Our method requires only spatial and temporal data to calculate combat effectiveness
by evaluating the extent of territorial changes (outcome) within a given time period
(time). Moreover, we measure influencing factors of combat effectiveness, based on
the ratio of combat effectiveness. We discuss the practical value and applicability of
this method in the development of the analysis-simulation software of combat
effectiveness.
Keywords Combat effectiveness; combat effectiveness coefficient; analysis-simulation

software of combat effectiveness

INTRODUCTION
The analysis-simulation software of combat effectiveness(an electronic simulation
system which analyzes the enemy's strategic intentions and combat capabilities, and
tests the effectiveness of various corresponding defensive countermeasures) entails a
system of calculations based on military mathematical models programmed into a
computer.1 The incorporation of military mathematical models in History is lacking,
because quantitative research has not been particularly developed as a method of
History. Even more so, mathematical modelling in the military sector suffers from an
inherent flaw that undermines its reliability: models usually rely on subjective data.2

The well-known Lanchester model is a telling example. The measured data
available for this model is only the number of combatants, which reduces its

⃰ First Author: Jiesheng Wang (Department of Philosophy, Sun Yat-sen University; Guangzhou, China).
Corresponding author: Weipu Sun (Dapartment of History, Nankai University, Tianjin, China); contact
details:15585835050;ccps_nku@163.com.

1 Andreas Tolk. Engineering Principles of Combat Modeling and Distributed Simulation. (John Wiley & Sons

Inc. Hoboken,2012).
2 J. S. Przemienieeki. Mathematical methods in Defense Analyses (3rd edition). (The American Institute of

Aeronautics and Astronautics,Inc. Reston,2000); D.A.Novikov. Hierarchical Models of Warfare. Automation and

Remote Control74.10, 1733-1752 (2013).
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explanatory value to the effect that it can only be applied under the strict condition
that the outcome of war is determined only by the number of soldiers.3 In 1985,
Joshua Epstein challenged the actual value of the Lanchester model and proposed an
alternative model. However, although his model included many real-world combat
parameters (such as the marginal utility of additional soldiers or social tolerance to
military and civilian casualties), none of them is measurable and can only be
hypothesised.4 As Nigel Perry of the Australian Department of Defense notes, the
inability to measure parameters is a common shortcoming of all current combat
models, including the Lanchester model.5 Undoubtedly, measurement is the basis of
modeling and programming. Therefore, it is of great value for military experts and
scholars to be able to work with an effective method to measure the combat
effectiveness of an army, especially in times when governments and Defense
Departments show a growing interest in the development of mathematical modeling
and military simulation software.

In the past researchers usually considered the following factors to measure combat
effectiveness: army size, physical and mental prowess of troops, the prestige and
tactical knowledge of military commanders, the quality of arsenal and tactical aptness
in using weaponry, logistics, intelligence, medical care, knowledge of topography, and
others. However, measuring such concepts with high accuracy can be next to
impossible. It is the synergy of many contributing factors that determines combat
effectiveness, and researchers cannot eliminate perceptual, perhaps non-measurable
elements. For example, in our experience, researchers can provide detailed data on
specifics and performance of weapons systems, such as those included in the reports
presented in Jane's Defense Weekly, but it is impossible to use reliable quantitative
criteria to evaluate the actual skills of military personnel in using those systems, or the
cumulative effect of weaponry efficiency and tactical efficiency. As another example,
the Lanchester model only considers numerical changes in forces deployed, but army
size must be complemented with tactical skills and troop morale to estimate the
combat effectiveness of an army.

Arguably, we need to change the way we measure combat effectiveness to account
for the nuances and factors discussed above. The main purpose and value of this
article is to contribute towards a solution to this shortcoming in military quantification
by creating a simple, effective, and universally applicable method to measure combat
effectiveness. This paper is the first among a series of publications, essentially the
outcome of a grand research project that brings together History, Politics, and the
military sector. The aim is to work towards resolving the inability of current military
mathematical models and the analysis-simulation software of combat effectiveness to
produce reliable results because of the lack of actual data.

3 Dolansky Ladislav. Present State of the Lanchester Theory of Combat. Operations Research12.2, 345 (1964).
4 Joshua M.Epstein. The Calculus of Conventional War: Dynamic Analysis without Lanchester Theory.

(Brookings Institution Press,Washington,DC ,1985).
5 Nigel Perry. Fractal Effects in Lanchester Models of Combat. Australian Joint Operations Division Defense

Science and Technology Organization Report,2009),20; available at

https://www.onacademic.com/detail/journal_1000032543464210_151e.html.

https://www.onacademic.com/detail/journal_1000032543464210_151e.html
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METHOD
One of the characteristics of the Galilean idealization paradigm is the new focus on
the mathematization of representation rather than perception,6 just like researchers
after the 17th century, who for example used the formula mg to express weight (the
sense of physical strain in lifting objects) and ma for force (the sense of physical
effort in moving an object).7 In contrast, the factors which previous researchers used
to measure combat effectiveness (presented in the previous section) are more similar
to "the sense of muscular effort in moving something" (perceived) than "ma"
(representation). Hence, we need to find the representation of combat effectiveness
and use it as our measurement basis.

The theory of territorial behavior argues that the essence of territory is the physical
space that ought to be defended and it asserts that armed conflict will occur if
unauthorized external forces cross the boundary.8 Combat is, in other words, an
invasion of territory by armed forces of another state or political entity, or a
counterattack to ward off such an invasion; by implication, combat effectiveness is the
measure of the ability to invade and counterattack, or to alter and maintain territorial
boundaries, and a measure of the overall success of the operation. Changes in
territorial boundaries are the very outcome of an armed conflict and can be used to
measure combat effectiveness.

Despite the inherent difficulties in measuring territorial change with great accuracy,
we begin with the following formula or measurement of combat effectiveness:

t
SF 



where F is the combat effectiveness relative to the enemy; ΔS represents changes
in territorial control; and t expresses the time required to alter boundaries and
complete occupation. The formula can measure average combat effectiveness within a
certain period. To calculate instantaneous combat effectiveness, we need to adjust the
formula as follows:

dt
dSF 

Spatial changes are measured in square meters and time in years, expressed as sqm
and t respectively. Thus, the basic unit of measuring combat effectiveness is square
meters/year, expressed as sqm/a.

CASE STUDIES
In this section we use four examples to showcase the use and application of the
proposed method. The first two examples show its applicability in historical wars,
whereas the last two exhibit how this method can measure the influencing factors of

6 Dominique Dubarle, “Galileo's Methodology of Natural Science”, in Ernan Mcmullin (ed.), Galileo: Man of
Science (The Scholar’s Bookshelf, Cranbury,1988), 300.

7 A. Rupert Hall, From Galileo to Newton (Dover Publications, Inc,New York,1981), 85.
8 Desmond Morris, People Watching: the Guide to Body Language (Vintage Publications, London,2002), 187.
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combat effectiveness. The selected examples aim to capture data and explain actual
conditions in different regions and eras, and thus show the potential for universal
applicability of this method. The measurements and calculations in this paper require
the use of the International System of Units (SI) prefix symbols (T=1012, G=109,
M=106, k=103).

Example 1. The combat effectiveness of Dutch land forces during the main stages
of the Eighty Years’ War (the Dutch War of Independence) against the Spanish
Empire.9

Calculations
1.After eight years of fighting, Spain lost all control of the Netherlands after the

provinces of the Law Countries signed the Pacification of Ghent in 1576.10 At that
time, the Dutch Republic controlled an area of 72,000 square kilometers.

Accordingly, we get the following data:

ΔS1568-1576 ≈ 72.0 Gsqm -0 = 72.0 Gsqm ;t1568-1576= 8a

which leads to the calculation of combat effectiveness as below:

FDutch(1568-1576)-FSpain in Dutch(1568-1576)=ΔS1568-1576/t1568-1576≈ 72.0Gsqm /8a=9.0Gsqm/a

2. After 1578, the combat effectiveness of the Dutch Republic has been undermined
by religious strife between the north and the south. By 1585, Spain had conquered all
the southern provinces that had joined the rebellion.11 At this point, the total area of
the republic was reduced to 21,000 square kilometers.

Accordingly:
ΔS1578-1585 ≈ 21.0 Gsqm - 72.0Gsqm = -51.0 Gsqm ;t1578-1585= 7a

which leads to:

FDutch(1578-1585)-FSpain in Dutch(1578-1585)=ΔS1578-1585/t1578-1585≈ -51.0Gsqm /7a=-7.3Gsqm/a

3. As a consequence of the destruction of the mighty Spanish fleet off the coast of
the British Isles in 1588 and the invasion of France by Spanish forces residing in the
Netherlands in 1590 (which dispersed the Spanish forces), the combat effectiveness of
the Spanish Empire decreased, which means an increase in the relative combat
effectiveness of the Dutch Republic. By the end of the war in 1648, the territory of the
Dutch Republic expanded over an area which corresponds “more or less to the

9 Data sources:Ian Barnes and Robert Hudson. The History Atlas of Europe：From Tribal Societies to a New
European Unity. (Macmillan Inc,New York,1998),106-107; Helmut Pemsel.History of War at Sea. (Naval Institute
Press,Annapolis,1976),41-43;Norman Stone. The Times Atlas of World History. (Times books
limited,London,1989),185.

10 Mark T.Hooker.The History Of Holland .(Greenwood Publishing Group,Westport,1999),87.
11 ibid, 89.
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present-day frontiers of Holland”12, rising to about 40,000 square kilometers.
Accordingly, we get the following equation:

ΔS1585-1648 ≈ 40.0 Gsqm - 21.0Gsqm =19.0 Gsqm ; t1585-1648 = 63a

which leads to:

FDutch(1585-1648)-FSpain in Dutch(1585-1648)

=ΔS1585-1648/t1585-1648≈ 19.0 Gsqm /63a=301.6Msqm/a

4.Overall, in the 80-year war, the land area finally acquired by the Dutch Republic
was about 40,000 square kilometers.

Accordingly, we get:

ΔS1568-1648≈ 40.0 Gsqm – 0 = 40 Gsqm ; t1568-1648 = 80a
which leads to:

FDutch(1568-1648)-FSpain in Dutch(1568-1648)=ΔS1568-1648/t1568-1648≈ 40 Gsqm /80a=500Msqm/a

Results
Results of phased measurement produce the following values for relative combat

effectiveness of the Dutch Republic in relation to Spain:
Between 1568 and 1576: 9.0 Gsqm/a.
Between 1578 and 1585: -7.3 Gsqm/a.
Between 1585 and 1648: 301.6 Msqm/a.
The results of holistic measurement (regardless of period) are:
Between 1568 and 1648: 500 Msqm/a.

Example 2. The combat effectiveness of the land forces deployed by the British
Empire across the colonies in the 19th century.13

Calculations
The area of the British Empire increased by about 10 million square miles14 (≈

25.9 million square kilometers) during the 19th century. Periods of expansion can be
roughly divided as 5 million square miles15 ( ≈ 12.95 million square kilometers)
between 1816 and 1865, half a million square miles ( ≈ 1.295 million square
kilometers) between 1866 and 1870, and about 4.25 million square miles16 (≈11.01
million square kilometers) between 1871 and 1900. Accordingly, we get the following
data:

12 ibid, p.90.
13 Data sources (unmarked reference): A.N.Porter. Atlas of British Overseas Expansion.

(Routledge.London,1994) ,53-57,64-139,142-144; Norman Stone. The Times Atlas of World History. (Times
books limited.London,1989),244-245.

14 Philippa Levine. The British Empire: Sunrise to Sunset. (Pearson Education Limited.London,2013) ,92.
15 Alan George L.Shaw .Great Britain and the Colonies1815-1865.(Methuen.Methuen & Co Ltd,1970),2.
16 Paul Kennedy .The Rise and Fall of the Great Powers .(unwin hyman limited.London,1988),224.
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ΔS1801-1900 ≈ 25.9Tsqm; t1801-1900 =100a.
ΔS1816-1865 ≈ 12.95Tsqm; t1816-1865 =50a.
ΔS1866-1870 ≈ 1.295Tsqm; t1866-1870 =5a.
ΔS1871-1900 ≈ 11.01Tsqm; t1871-1900 =30a.

ΔS1801-1815 = ΔS1801-1900 - ΔS1816-1865 - ΔS1866-1870 - ΔS1871-1900

≈ 25.9 Tsqm - 12.95Tsqm - 1.295 Tsqm - 11.01Tsqm = 645 Gsqm; t1801-1815 =15a

which lead to the following results of phased measurement:

FUK(1801-1815) -Fopponents(1801-1815)=ΔS1801-1815/t1801-1815≈ 645Gsqm/15a=43Gsqm/a
FUK(1816-1865) -Fopponents(1816-1865)=ΔS1816-1865/t1816-1865≈ 12.95Tsqm/50a=259Gsqm/a
FUK(1866-1870) -Fopponents(1866-1870)=ΔS1866-1870/t1866-1870≈ 1.295Tsqm/5a=259Gsqm/a
FUK(1871-1900) -Fopponents(1871-1900)=ΔS1871-1900/t1871-1900≈ 11.01Tsqm/30a=367Gsqm/a

The results of holistic measurement (regardless of period) are:

FUK(1801-1900) -Fopponents(1801-1900)=ΔS1801-1900/t1801-1900≈ 25.9Tsqm/100a=259Gsqm/a

Results

According to the calculations above, the combat effectiveness of the British forces
deployed across the Empire increased throughout the 19th century. It rose from 43
Gsqm/a between 1801 and 1815 first to 259 Gsqm/a for the period between 1816 and
1870, and then to 367 Gsqm/a for the period between 1871 and 1900. We presume
that the Napoleonic wars partly explain this meteoric rise. After 1815, the combat
effectiveness of the opponents the British forces encountered across the world came
nowhere near those of the armies mustered by the French Revolution and led by
Napoleon.

The application of quantitative methods in military, political, and historical research
is clearly insufficient when compared with its uses in economics, finance, and the
natural sciences, probably because of the great amount of group consciousness data
that cannot be accurately measured by traditional methods. We hope that the method
we propose offers a way forward.

As mentioned in the introduction, the influencing factors of combat effectiveness,
as a kind of group consciousness data, cannot be measured accurately by traditional
methods. The method proposed in this paper can do better. We use combat
effectiveness to measure the influencing factors of combat effectiveness, just like we
used the representation of combat effectiveness to measure combat effectiveness in
the Methodology section above, because combat effectiveness is the representation of
the influencing factors of combat effectiveness, as shown in Figure1 below.
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Fig.1 Different methods to measure combat effectiveness and its influencing
factors

The quantitative description of the influencing factors of combat effectiveness is
the combat effectiveness coefficient. The formula of combat effectiveness coefficient
is:

 
C.E.I.
C.E.E.... CEC

where:
C.E.C.(μ)：combat effectiveness coefficient
C.E.E.：Combat effectiveness when influencing factor is effective
C.E.I.：Combat effectiveness when influencing factor is ineffective

For example, if the combat effectiveness of an army is 100 sqm/a on even ground
(when the terrain factor is less influential) and 60 sqm/a in mountainous areas (when
terrain factors play a major role), the mountain coefficient of the army is 60/100 = 0.6.

Example 3. The combat effectiveness coefficient of Greek fire used by Byzantine
forces during the battle of Constantinople between 674 and 678.17

The term “Arab Empire” in the following calculations is used as a generalized
abstract concept. It includes the period of successive caliphate from 632 to 1258, and
also the Arabian Peninsula unification war from 622 to 633.

Measurement of Combat Effectiveness

1. The combat effectiveness of the Arab Empire

17 Data Sources: Malise Ruthven and Azim Nanji. Historical Atlas of the Islamic World.(Harvard University
Press.Cambridge,2004),26-29 ; Peter Sluglett and Andrew Currie.Atlas of Islamic History .( Routledge.New
York,2014),16-17; John Haldon.The Palgrave Atlas of Byzantine History. (Palgrave
Macmillan.London,2005),29-32,102; Helmut Pemsel. History of War at Sea. (Naval Institute
Press.Annapolis,1976),24-25; Ian Barnes and Robert Hudson. The History Atlas of Europe：From Tribal Societies
to a New European Unity. (Macmillan Inc.New York,1998),60-61; Norman Stone. The Times Atlas of World
History. (Times books limited.London,1989),104-105.
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The migration of Muhammad and his followers to Medina in 622 marked the
beginning of a long process of unification in the Arabian Peninsula, which was
concluded by Muhammad’s successor and first Caliph Abu Bakr in 633. In these 11
years, the area under the control of the empire expanded rapidly by about 3.2 million
square kilometers.

Accordingly, we get:
ΔS622-633 ≈ 3.2Tsqm; t622-633 = 11a

Hence:
FArab Empire-Fopponents(local armed troops in the Arabian Peninsula)

=ΔS622-633/t622-633 ≈3.2Tsqm/11a = 290.9 Gsqm/a
The combat effectiveness measured above can be used as an approximate combat

effectiveness of the Arab Empire, because we take the combat effectiveness value of
the local armed forces in the Arabian Peninsula as the benchmark value 0 (zero) in
this example (FArab Empire-Fopponent(local armed troops in the Arabian Peninsula) ≈FArab Empire).

2. The relative combat effectiveness of the Arab Empire and the Byzantine Empire

The wars that enabled the Arab Empire to expand its territory by about 1.4 million
square kilometers to the west and north at the expense of the Byzantine Empire lasted
for the entire period of Umar’s rule (634-644).

Accordingly,
ΔS634-644 ≈ 3Tsqm; t634-644 = 22a

So,
F Arab Empire – FByzantium Empire = ΔS634-644/t634-644 ≈ 1.4Tsqm/10a = 140 Gsqm/a

So,
FByzantium Empire= FArab Empire-（FArab Empire-FByzantium Empire）

= 290.9 Gsqm/a – 140Gsqm/a = 150.9 Gsqm/a

Calculating the Fire Attack Tactics Coefficient

Despite suffering severe blows, such as the swift loss of Egypt and Syria, and its
clear disadvantage in combat effectiveness, the Byzantine Empire managed to survive
the onslaught and secured Constantinople, its capital. Fire attack tactics, known as
Greek fire, played an important role in the empire’s survival. The front is no longer
changing, which means that the reliance on this primitive form of thermal weapon
increased the combat effectiveness of the imperial forces, almost to the same level as
the Caliphate’s.

Accordingly, we can know that

93.1
9150
9290

Empire Byzantium

Empire 

Greekfire


Gsqm/a.
Gsqm/a.

F
F Arab
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In China, the coalition of Sun and Liu deployed fire attacks to defeat the army of
Cao Cao in the Battle of Red Cliffs in 208. Elsewhere, we calculated a fire attack
coefficient of the Battle of Red Cliffs as high as 5.14 and explained the reasons why it
is more than two times higher than that of the battle of Constantinople.18 The
inference is that the fire attacks coincided with outbreaks of severe infectious diseases
which magnified their impact, which in turn is reflected in the higher fire attack
coefficient.

Example 4. The combat effectiveness coefficient of the Blitzkrieg during World
War II19

Calculation of combat effectiveness

In this example, we use the data of World War I as the benchmark value for
calculating the combat effectiveness coefficient in the western and eastern fronts
during World War II. We took the Battle of Stalingrad as a milestone and fully
realized the subtleties and controversies of different territorial changes across the
Eastern Front. A full solution would begin with a copious acquisition of data for the
duration of the conflict, and then comparisons between different acquisition nodes to
determine which node is the most suitable as an endpoint to measure expansion.

1.Western Front

During the period of rapid advance into foreign territory from August 2 to
September 13, 1914 (41 days), the German imperial forces occupied an area of about
60,000 square kilometers (in Belgium and Northeast France).

Accordingly:
ΔSWest1914 ≈ 60 Gsqm and tWest1914 = 0.11a

Into the formula:
FGermany1914- FFrance1914= ΔS West1914/tWest1914 ≈ 60Gsqm/0.11a = 545.5 Gsqm/a

In a similar period during World War II (48 days between May 10 and June 27,
1940), Nazi forces occupied a much larger area of about 465,000 square kilometers

18 Full discussion of the battle and presentation of calculations require another discussion, all of which fall
beyond the scope and size restrictions of this paper. Discussion in relation to other issues and calculations in Wang
Jiesheng and Sun Weipu(Corresponding Author), ‘The Non-Statistical Quantification of History and the Idealized
Paradigm’(forthcoming) .

19 Data Sources: Arthur Banks. A Military Atlas of the First World War. (Pen & Sword Books
Ltd.Barnsley,1989),17,19;Matthew Hughes &William J.Philpott .The Palgrave concise historical atlas of the First
World War.(Palgrave Macmillan Ltd.London,2005),4-9,83;Richard Natkiel.Atlas of World War II. (Barnes & Noble
Books.New York,2000),25,84; Jeremy Harwood.Atlas of History's Greatest Military Victories:The 50 Most
Significant Moments Explored in Words and Maps .(Icon Books Ltd.London,2013),146-153,158-161,182-185; Ian
Barnes and Robert Hudson. The History Atlas of Europe ： From Tribal Societies to a New European Unity.
(Macmillan Inc,New York,1998),130-131,142-145; Norman Stone. The Times Atlas of World History. (Times
books limited.London,1989),253,272.
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(Belgium and 70% of France).

Accordingly:
ΔSWest1940 ≈ 465.0Gsqm and tWest1940 = 0.13a

Into the formula:
FGermany1940- FFrance1940 = ΔSWest1940/tWest1940 ≈ 465.0Gsqm/0.13a = 3.577 Tsqm/a

2. Eastern Front

After an expedition that lasted 42 months (from September 1914 to March 1918),
German Imperial forces occupied an area of about 1 million square kilometers, which
previously belonged to the Russian Empire.

Accordingly:
ΔSEast（1914-1918）≈ 1.0Tsqm and tEast（1914-1918）= 3.5a

Substitution formula:
FGermany(1914-1918)- FRussia(1914-1918)

= ΔSEast（1914-1918)/tEast（1914-1918）≈ 1.0Tsqm/3.5a = 285.7 Gsqm/a

From June 1941 to February 1943, after almost 19 months of warfare, an area of
about 2 million square kilometers previously under Soviet control fell under Nazi
occupation.

Accordingly:
ΔSEast（1941-1943）≈ 2.0Tsqm and tEast（1941-1943）= 1.61a

Substitution formula:
FGermany(1941-1943)- FUSSR(1941-1943)

= ΔSEast（1941-1943)/tEast（1941-1943）≈ 2.0Tsqm/1.61a = 1.242 Tsqm/a

Calculation of the Blitzkrieg Coefficient

Germany fought against France and Russia/the USSR in World War I and II. The
calculations above show that the combat effectiveness of Nazi forces during the
expansion stage of WW II was significantly higher than the one of the Imperial forces
during the expansion stage of WW I. This is because, although commanders in France
and the USSR, such as Charles de Gaulle and Mikhail Tukhachevsky, had studied
tactics, weaponry, and coordinated action that later became part of the blitzkrieg, the
indifference of the High Command of the French Armed Forces and the purges and
reformations in the Soviet Army before and after the Finnish War hindered any
developments that could have countered Hans Guderian’s blitzkrieg.20 As a result,
both states suffered grave loss of territory and troops during the Nazi onslaught.
Therefore, the coefficient of blitzkrieg can be measured by using the extraordinary
increase of German relative combat effectiveness against its opponents:

20 Adrian Gilbert. Germany's Lightning War. (Amber Books Ltd .London,2000).
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1.Western Front
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5545
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The coefficient of blitzkrieg in the Western Front (6.56) is significantly higher than
the one calculated for the Eastern Front (4.35). This is reflected in the much graver
repercussions suffered by the French state, which was partitioned and dissolved in
WW II, whereas the USSR managed to prevail, albeit with heavy casualties. In our
opinion, this may be partly due to geographical position and strategic depth(the
distance between the front line and the administrative, urban, and production centres
of a country). The key to Blitzkrieg is to deliver a knockout blow to an enemy state
before it can fully mobilize. France shares a border with Germany, although the
invasion followed a path through Belgium and the Netherlands, and was given very
little time to react. On the contrary, Poland constituted a buffer between Germany and
the USSR, complemented by vast distances between the western border and the
Moscow/Stalingrad, thus the lines of communication and logistics of the German
army were overstretched. It allowed the Soviet Union more time to consolidate
resources and efforts to launch a counterattack, a reaction that geography made
extremely difficult for France. Due to space limitations, we defer this discussion to a
future publication.

MILITARY VALUE
Establishing a reliable method to measure combat effectiveness is of paramount
importance to the creation of coordinate models and developing the
analysis-simulation software of combat effectiveness based on it. The method of this
paper focuses on the aspect of territory (land, sea, air) to measure combat
effectiveness. In fact, the scope of territory can be extended to include “occupied
market zone” in trade wars or “occupied public opinion zone” in public opinion wars.
By making slight adjustments, researchers can easily create a spatial Cartesian
coordinate system and use the same units of measurement to measure combat
effectiveness in military, economy or ideology, on x, y and z axes respectively. By
using this system, we can construct a three-dimensional model for calculating
comprehensive combat effectiveness that resembles the ones applied in modern
natural sciences. But this is a discussion better left for another paper.21

21 In our forthcoming,Wang Jiesheng and Sun Weipu(Corresponding Author) ,‘The application of the idealized
paradigm in the Humanities and Social Sciences: a model for calculating comprehensive combat effectiveness’, we
propose a coordinate system to incorporate different aspects of a country's comprehensive combat effectiveness
(military, economic, and ideological).
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This method not only contributes to the establishment of coordinate system model,
but also provides direct measurement data for the analysis-simulation software of
combat effectiveness. Nowadays, the analysis and simulation performance of military
software is generally unsatisfactory, because the developers use the same methods to
set combat effectiveness as the ones used in confrontation game software22. However,
although both are very similar, the two differ significantly, especially in terms of
analysis and simulation performance, with the former much more important to a
realistic simulation of internal logic rather than only scene realism or display quality.
Gaming software allows a higher degree of fantasy, but the analysis-simulation
software of combat effectiveness must analyze and simulate war conditions as
realistically as possible.23 However, under the condition that the data source is
random and subjective, the analysis and simulation results can be neither definite nor
objective. This is the famous GIGO effect (Garbage in - garbage out: if we feed a
machine garbage, it will process this garbage and what returns will also be garbage).
On the contrary, our method generates real data to measure combat effectiveness and
the combat effectiveness coefficient. The use of such data and measurements in
analysis-simulation software of combat effectiveness will solve problems of
numerical distortion of combat effectiveness and combat effectiveness coefficient24.
In this way, the analysis-simulation software of combat effectiveness will be
dissociated from confrontation game software.

CONCLUSION
This first paper within a series of articles on measuring combat effectiveness proposes
a concise, universally applicable, and objective method of measuring combat
effectiveness. The merits of this method lie in the requirement to use two easily
attainable parameters (area and time) to measure combat effectiveness and the combat
effectiveness coefficient of armies deployed in different periods and regions. The
objectivity of this method stems from the inherent objectivity of those two parameters.

22 In confrontation game software, an mDn method is frequently used to set combat effectiveness, and a
standard-attribute method is used to calculate the combat effectiveness coefficient. mDn entails casting an m
number of dice with n number of sides; for example, 2D12 signifies casting two 12-sided dice. Computers can
simulate the ensuing sum after rolling the dice and the probability of rolling a certain value in the future. The
numerical setter of the game takes this as the numerical value of combat effectiveness and attack probability. Other
similar methods include the turntable method and the playing card method. See Jeremy Gibson Bond. Introduction
to Game Design, Prototyping, and Development. (Pearson Education Limited,2018),155-184. For online
calculations, interested readers can visit https://www.omnicalculator.com/statistics/dice.The value of combat
effectiveness of a standard attribute is set discretionarily, as is the combat effectiveness coefficient of non-standard
attributes. For example, the occupational coefficient sets the value of the recruits as 100, of the fighting capacity
coefficient of special forces as 1.15, 1.12 or 1.10, and that of civilian personnel as 0.95, 0.92 or 0.90, again
arbitrarily, based on stereotypes, common knowledge, and plausible assumptions (such as the axiom that the
fighting capacity of special forces is higher than that of recruits and civilian personnel). In addition to the career
coefficient, this method is widely used to set other combat effectiveness coefficients, such as terrain, units,
weapons (items), hit rate, and so on. See Michael Moore, Basics of Game Design. (A K Peters/CRC Press. Boca
Raton,2011),38-43, 87-240 , who uses the axiom "Wizards tend to be weaker than knights" as an example.

23 Jesse Schell.The Art of Game Design. (Elsevier Inc.Burlington,2008),15-17.
24 There are two solutions for this. A long-term strategy is to use the formula in this paper to measure the

combat effectiveness coefficient and create a database of μ values for different armies, and a rich data table within
it to harvest data when necessary. As this scheme has a long development cycle, for quicker results developers can
use an "numerical-distortion alarm" software. This plug-in can monitor combat effectiveness real-time to ensure
that the combat effectiveness coefficient fluctuates within an acceptable range, and raise the alarm in case of
failure.

https://www.omnicalculator.com/statistics/dice.
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In our second article, we discuss the use of this method to measure the combat
effectiveness of a single combat unit (soldier) after introducing the variable troops,
whereas a subsequent third paper explores ways to extend the use of the method onto
the economic and ideological fields.

Moreover, real-world nuances pose significant challenges to the definition of
concepts and promise insightful research pathways. First, the definition of expanded
area. Historically, different pattern of territorial control and dependency make an
appearance. The variety of ways to exert control over an area constitutes a challenge
in our ability to determine the size and proportion of occupied areas. For example,
how should we define and perceive Vichy France: as a dependency, as a client state of
Nazi Germany, or as an area under direct Nazi control? Second, the definition of
duration of expansion. The general assumption is that a country will use all available
forces and resources during the expansion stage of a war, so combat effectiveness
used and combat effectiveness owned are identical in this stage. Therefore, in practice,
the expansion stage often becomes the first choice of the measurer. However, the
content of the term duration of expansion is open to interpretation. For example, in
1942 the German army attacking Moscow had been defeated and forced to retreat, but
the southern armies attacking Stalingrad maintained their advanced position for
months and continued to occupy conquered ground.

The solution to the above problems depends on scholars from relevant fields from
across the world working together to measure the combat effectiveness of armies
throughout human history by applying the method that this paper proposes and on
establishing a database. Then, by comparing data on area occupied and duration of
expansion defined by several different ways, researchers can decide on the most
accurate and suitable method that best fits with real historical processes. Moreover,
the database will provide basic, real measurement data to create more military
mathematical models and the analysis-simulation software of combat effectiveness.
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